
 

Webinar Q&A Submissions 
How would a state park go about getting cigarette butt recycling in the park? 

Amy: Yes, we used Keep America Beautiful as a resource - thank you Alec! The easiest way is to have ash 
urns, so the butts are easily collectable. We do not sort our trash. 

Check out the Keep America Beautiful Grants here: 
https://kab.org/programs/cigarette-litter/resources/ 
 

Do you have any historic districts/areas? Is that an element of bin choices? 

Amy: We have historic districts, but they didn't use overly unique trash receptacles, so we were able to 
use recycling receptacles that were best suited for the program. 
 

Amy, do you have any templates to share for the sidework art? 
 
Amy: We don't. All pieces were original, free-handed paintings. 
 
 
Amy: How did you know it was "perceived" as recyclable? A survey? 
 
Amy: The term was used by the State with the audit, used for items that are commonly mistaken as 
being recyclable, like a plastic cup with a recycling triangle on it, thought it’s a #6. 
 

https://kab.org/programs/cigarette-litter/resources/


Christa, Were the #6 cups being collected as recyclable? 
 
Christa: Our bins are decaled with beverage containers and have pictograms of cans, bottle, juice boxes 
and cartons. In Manitoba, #6 plastic is not accepted for recycling at home or away from home. 
 

Do any of the programs use volume sensors? 
 
Emily/Colette: We do not. The contractors have a set route depending on the season. More frequent 
collection in high season, less frequent in low season. They are contracted to collect from the bins even 
if they are low volume to prevent probability of overflow. In the event of overflow in between 
collection, municipal staff will collect but this has not been an issue thus far. 
 
Amy: 
Our answer is the same as Emily/Colette. Daily emptying if they are full or not. 
 
 
Do any programs have data on how littering changed or didn't change with them implementation of 
outdoor waste collection? 
 
Christa: We have done Litter Audits since 2010 which have shown dramatic reductions in litter. We have 
media release and content on the improvements made shown on our website and in our annual reports 
for CBCRA. 
 
Alec: Check out Keep America Beautiful's 2009 litter study: https://tinyurl.com/7xtp6wwm  
 
I'm aware of at least two studies that have documented reduction in litter from specifically introducing 
recycling bin, even where trash bins already existed. These aren't online, but contact me and I'll forward 
copies alecc@buschsystems.com 
 
 
Do you have corrugated plastic designs for recycle/compost? 
 
Christa: Our event bin is our lightest bin and an bin we source from Busch. I believe it is called the Busch 
Barrel. 
 
Amy: We use lightweight, temporary bins for our Downtown Farmers' Market as they are set up every 
Saturday. The wind makes this difficult, but they are more portable. 
 
 
Does anyone have ideas to encourage folks to dump liquids prior to recycling containers? 
 
Christa: We are about to pilot a liquid capture bin at our international airport. We have not tested this 
kind of thing out yet but would be happy to share as we learn the impacts and benefits. We often hear 
of informal methods being done at schools. The Carton Council of Canada has done some work with 
liquid capture at schools. 
 
 

https://tinyurl.com/7xtp6wwm
mailto:alecc@buschsystems.com


Alec: Similar to Christa's comment, I've heard of airports and some university's setting up special liquid 
capture bins in indoor locations. I'm not sure how well this would translate to an outdoor situation, but 
here is an overview of how one university does this:  https://usm.maine.edu/sustainability/waste-liquid-
recovery   
 
 
For Amy: How much maintenance do you typically expend to maintain the liners? 
 
Amy: We power wash the liners once or twice a month during the summer, and as needed during the 
rest of the year. We also replace liners as needed. 
 
For Emily/Colette: I see a poster on the back of the 3 stream sorting station. Can you speak to any 
other prompts or marketing tactics used for increasing buy-in for the program/better sorting? 
 
Amy/Colette: I think this question is referring to the large ad panels on the front & rear of our Hazelton 
bins. The full, coloured bin wraps are a best practice and key education tool. Our bin also allows for 
variable messaging to be installed as a coroplast poster in the front and backsides of the bin. This 
marketing/education space was a real selling feature of this particular bin. We'll use this variable 
messaging opportunity this summer to inspire some better diversion and to provide public education on 
a few "problem items" (hot drink cups, food soiled paper).  
 
The District also distributed "what goes where" posters to local business for posting when the program 
first launched and will likely deliver another round of posters to businesses again this summer as a 
refresher. Residents received information about the street side collection program via unaddressed ad 
mail, and/or as part of an insert that went out with 1st Quarter utility bills. Messaging always points out 
that bins don't recycle, people do and encourages residents to do their part to help make the program 
successful by properly sorting materials. Other engagement tools included a student video contest to 
encourage proper sorting and created an online sorting game called Waste Evaders. 
 
 
Have you had problems with containers rusting? 
 
Christa: Steel containers have rusted. We do have some bins made from other materials that are less 
prone to rusting. 
 
 
For Christa, where are the items processed? What do you do about contamination? 
 
Christa: Collection is a matter handled by the partner that requests the bin. We do not own the 
materials. We do try to work hard to help reduce contamination broadly. We have ploted decals, 
signage and have extensive media campaigns. Materials are brought to local MRFs. Some facilities are 
very sophisticated and are better able to deal with contamination than others. If bins are too 
contaminated, there is a risk that all the material will go to landfill. As such, we are looking at clearer 
communication and signage. 
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How often do you do this waste audit? 
 
Christa: We do audits at MRF facilities 2-3 times per year. We also do audit with partners to understand 
how we might make improvements at various sites. 
 
Amy: Heavily with the pilot, far less frequently after the audit. 
 
Emily/Colette: Seasonal waste audits were conducted during our pilot phase and may be conducted 
again at the 5 year mark to gauge emergent needs and plan further education campaigns. 
 
 
I know San Francisco has done a compost bin. Has anyone tried to do 1) Recycling 2) Garbage 3) 
Compost? 
 
Amy: We would love to compost, but have not yet implemented. Some of our major downtown events 
utilize composting and zero waste. 
 
Emily/Colette: Some local governments in the Metro Vancouver area offer an organics stream instead of 
or in addition to the paper stream. The District would consider organics instead of paper if we were to 
expand our program into parks. 
 
 
Is there a large quantity of paper products collect through streetscape bins? I would believe most of 
the paper products are from food packaging that would typically be contaminated/poor quality and 
end up as contamination. 
 
Emily/Colette: 
Many of our street side bins are located next to bus stops, and many of our bus stops also feature free 
newspaper bins. 
 
 
West Vancouver: How are coffee cups recycled and have you found end markets for this material that 
meets the amount collected? 
 
Emily/Colette: Hot drink cups are included in BC's provincial regulation for Packaging and Printed Paper, 
and have been part of an extended producer responsibility program for the residential sector since 
2016. This means local recycling processors have worked with the stewardship group Recycle BC to 
figure out how best to accept and process this material when it is collected residentially. Although our 
streetside materials are not processed with residential materials, the local processors are familiar with 
them. I understand that the cups have a second life as tissue and toilet paper. 
https://recyclebc.ca/coffeecups/ 
 
Alec: There are ongoing industry efforts to make coffee cups more readily recyclable in more 
communities. The paper itself is valuable / high quality. The issue has been how to cost-effectively 
separate it from the film plastic lining.  
 
 
 

https://recyclebc.ca/coffeecups/


What about rodents and animal issues? Any best practices on bin selection? 
 
Emily/Colette: Restricted openings seem to mostly prevent access by wildlife, and have helped to 
encourage sorting while reducing household dumping. Haven't had any complaints about rodents. We 
do have crows and racoons. Smaller front-facing openings discourage access by these creatures. West 
Vancouver is also a natural bear habitat. Our bins are not bear resistant because bears do not often visit 
the busier commercial areas, but bears are a key consideration if we were to expand into parks or offer 
an organics stream. 
 
 
What about your thoughts on biodegradable plastic garbage bags of all sizes? I seems bit expensive 
because of low demand... how could we promote more biodegradable bags globally? 
 
Alec: I don't think there's much point to using biodegradable for anything other than collecting organic 
materials for composting. 
 
 
What actually happens with cigarette butts? Has anyone verified it is legit? 
 
Amy: We mail ours to Terracycle for recycling, but have not dug into the details of their program. 
 
 
What did the shift from bags to rigid liners work? How do you keep the bins clean? Any thoughts on 
how to get the maintenance staff on board to changing to bag-free recycling collection? 
 
Amy: Our team finds liners easier. They don't have to tie up and change out bags, not to mention the 
extra work if a bag falls in the can. They are able to pull up close with a gator, grab the liner and dump it 
in the bins in the gator. If you are able to offer equipment to help, that would help as well (i.e. gloves, 
gator). The liners are power washed once or twice a month in the summer and as needed for the rest of 
the year. 
 
 
Which models are most wind-resistant? 
 
Amy: Generally heavier weight bins and not with a separate, light hood or lid. 
 
 
Why did DSM decide to use side opening bins over top opening bins? 
 
Amy: Our team finds them easier to use and access. (Blair mentioned the ergonomics involved as well.) 
 
Emily/Colette: Our bins are side opening as well and can be serviced from front or rear. Similar, this 
makes them easier and safer for staff to service. We also get lots of rain, so best to not have openings 
on top of bins if it can be avoided. 
 
Alec: Be careful with side-load bins, however, in high-snow locations that can block opening the doors.  
 
 


